Candidate name: Josh Egan
KCDG: #2399
PDGA: #149158
Education: B.S. in Chemistry from Kansas State
Occupation: Lab Technician for an environmental analysis
company
Year of Birth: 1986
How to contact Josh: Facebook messenger (preferred) or
degan21@gmail.com
Disc Golf Experience (including the year you first played):
I first played in either 2006, or 2007, at Tuttle in Manhattan, KS. The disc golf bug
instantly affected me. At Tuttle (a course in a state park), I would carry a trash bag with
me, because I wanted to leave the park cleaner than I found it. I would fill the bag on the
front 9, empty it, and refill it on the back 9. I got away from that altruistic behavior when I
moved to KC. That is, until my mom passed away. The only place that the world still
seemed OK was on a course; where my thoughts were only on the next throw. I started
playing with some members of Rogue, and began pulling DU trash to gain my
membership. I realized then that I had missed giving something back to the sport; and it
has become increasingly important for me to do so, as the sport gave me solace when I
needed it most. I have continued to pull DU trash for nearly 2 years now, at regular
intervals of 3-5 weeks. I recently pulled roughly 40 bags of trash, and various other
items, from Cliff Drive because I wanted others to see the course for the beauty that I
know it has.
Professional Experience:
I have no experience in a position such as this, but I'm a quick study. I’m meticulous and
organized in nature. I'm a lab rat, which to me means that I work best alone, but still do
really well in a team setting. I am capable of communicating with professional tact, when
appropriate, both written and verbally. As the youngest of 4, I have exceptional patience
when it comes to dealing with other people.
Josh’s Platform:
I have a desire to give back to the sport in whatever way I can. Thus far, that has
basically just been by cleaning up after people. I'm eager to find out how broad the
spectrum can be, though.

